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A fingerprint brush that costs $1? Too 
low. Impossible. Even crazy.

Trade named the ThriftyFluff these 
brushes come in two quick and 
easy forms depending on personal 
preference. Nobody else has these.

In the first form, we have taken 
a generous cluster of a highly 
specialized silk-blend fiber and 
bonded it to… well…
basically backing card 
material because we 
print up kajillions and 
we thought we might 
save a couple of cents. 
The little card is simply 
folded in half to form 
a little handle for 
dusting.

The other is more like a 
regular brush that we make now, 
with a little hollow tube that we 
stuff it with the same silk-blend fiber.

Use both as you always would with 
another brush. Simply dip it into your 
powder supply (we recommend you 
not use the same jar that the powder 
comes in…it’s like double dipping 
a chip in your salsa…yuk!)  Shake it 
lightly to remove the excess powder, 
then start processing for prints. (Use 

the Single Scene Powder if you like 
double dipping…we won’t tell.)

Circular motions, back and forth, 
up and down, spinning motions…
whatever floats your boat. You’ll find 
that with the delicate fibers you would 

be hard pressed to 
damage a print. Most 

people claim it works 
kind of like a feather 
duster!

Not as pretty as our 
other brushes, but this 
ugly brush works and 
its cheeeeep!

And when you’re done, 
place it back in a plastic 
bag…or with the cheap 
price, you can throw the 

ugly brush away.

Perfect for those who 
are using disposable, single scene 
type equipment for major cases, high 
profile events or concerned with cross 
contamination or DNA transfer. Again, 
priced at a buck, you can’t go wrong.

#05546 ThriftyBrush (Tube) 24/pk $24
#05548 ThriftyBrush (Card) 24/pk $24

And they said it couldn’t be done…

800-255-6499 

CRIME SC
SCRATCH
& WIN!

Redeem your gift on your next $60 minimum order. Simply 
call and mention the loyalty gamepiece code above. 
BONUS…Save 12 gamepieces before 12/31/14 to get the 
GRAND PRIZE (a $250 spending allowance!) Expires 1/30/15.
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Hollywood has come to Crime Scene 
Reconstruction!

We tried running ads for people who 
were willing to volunteer as crime 
scene models, but no takers. Everyone 
said it was too much of a “dead-end” 
job.

So several years ago we came across 
this very talented sculptor and decided 
to offer a variety of (highly customized) 
realistic crime scene mannequins 
that are used in Crime Scene 
reconstruction, bloodstain analysis 
and forensic training. The proof of their 
success has been in the pudding…’er, 
well in this case, the pig’s blood.

We offer the ever popular Spatter 
Head (vertical or horizontal) that 
comes with a plaster “head” and 4 
separate wax “shells” that are filled with 
actual pig’s blood. You can then beat on 
it, hit it with a blunt object or shoot it 
with a firearm.

A variety of patterns can be re-
created including medium velocity 
impact spatter, cast-off patterns, back 
spatter and more. Angle of impact and 
directionality can also be estimated.

After you do your full documentation 
and clean up your mess, you can put on 
another shell, and do it again! 

We also offer fully customized full 
(or partial) corpses as well. You tell us 
the nature of the case you are trying to 
re-enact and we will make it happen…

down to method of injury, race, age, 
size of the individual and stage of 
decomposition or maggot infestation. 
(Non-scented…you have to provide the 
smells if desired.)

Also now available is the “weighted 
mannequin” which can be made up to 
200 lbs.

Whether it be for the courtroom, or 
the classroom, these models are as 
real as you can get! (Kinda downright 
spooky with what we can do for you.)

#95208 Spatter Head Vertical w/4 
refills  $365

#95209 Spatter Head Horiz. w/4 refills   
$365

#99039 Forensic Mannequin (starts at 
$2195) Call for more information. 
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“How can you do it so cheap?” Is what 
they all say.

We just shrug it off to some excellent 
sourcing and manufacturing. Also 
doesn’t hurt to get a major multi-year 
contract for our Single-Scene products 
with a few large agencies to 
increase the volume. So we 
decided to offer the savings to 
law enforcement.

Now you can get a super strong 
and effective magnetic applicator 
for not the usual near $20 price…
but now for less than $7! Single-
Scene, you’ve done it again!

As you all know, a magnetic 
applicator is intended for use 
with magnetic powder for processing 
latent fingerprints. This one works just 
as well as the others…just doesn’t have 
all the bells and whistles.

This has the removable crystal clear 

square collar that prevents it from 
rolling when set down, and offers full 
viewing to the ‘business end” of the 
unit. (Its size and shape is ideal and 
the preferred method for keeping the 
powder from creeping up the sides.)

Comes with 2 extra hollow formed 
struts. They are so inexpensive you’ll 
probably throw them away like Dixie 
cups when done processing!

Speaking of disposable, 
these are ideal for use 

with avoiding cross 
contamination from one 

crime scene to the next. 
Simply remove the clear collar 
and use another strut when 

you’re done.

#05500 Single-Scene Magnetic 
Applicator w/2 extra struts  $6.95.

#05502 10-pack of extra struts  $4.95

Single-Scene Magnetic Applicator
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This is most definitely the most 
elfish, smallest forensic light known 
to man. Ideal for crime scene use and 
classrooms.

With all the electronics jammed in 
to its diminutive little size…NOBODY 
can now say that they don’t have the 
budget or the department size to have 
an alternate light source. The Mini-Blue 
is the Smart Car of forensics!

With the press of a finger, 455nm 
of evidence uncovering blue light 

streams out this single LED light source. 
You have to see it to believe it…in a 
darkened area…this light really works! 
(Yes, batteries come with it.)

Illuminates body fluids, hairs, fibers, 
etc. And want some cheap Orange 
Glasses to go with it? We’ve got you 
covered…you high roller, you.

#05900 Mini-Blue $14.95
#06672 “High Roller” orange glasses 

$11.95

People call you cheap? Try the Mini-Blue.
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Still using non-indicating 
evidence tape?

No Zipr-Weld? You’re not indicating.

Long been the world’s favorite 
method to seal evidence with a 
permanent tamper indicating seal, 
Zipr-Weld has recently gained a new 
advantage.

Shelf-life indication. Built in to 
every roll of white stripe tape, we 
have printed a random UV indicator 
that tells you how fresh your tape is. 
Freshness with all adhesives is just 
about as critical as the expiration date 
on your gallon of milk in the fridge…
and maybe more with the wrong 
defense attorney. 

Simply shine the tape surface with 
any UV (black) light, and the “born on” 
date will show in terms of the month 
and year the tape was printed.

Don’t take a chance. Use Zipr-Weld to 
insure that you are using the freshest 
tape possible to seal your evidence 
packages. You will have two years to 
use the tape in terms of shelf life. Then 
under normal storage conditions you 
should have up to 10, 15 or 20 years or 
more (functional life).

There is much more information 
regarding shelf life issues with all 
adhesive tapes that we strongly 
recommend that you make yourself 
aware of. Go to LynnPeavey.com for full 
details.

Fresher tape sticks better.

“Damn this tape…”
Let’s be honest, we all have said this 

about using Zipr-Weld evidence tape 
due to its fragile nature. Topping it all 
off, the darn stuff sticks to everything…

especially latex gloves…that we all 
wear.

We shouldn’t be telling you this…
because we’d sell more tape. But we 
have a solution to keep tacky tapes 
like Zipr-Weld from sticking and 
ripping in your hands. (This little 
embarrassment is commonly referred 
to as premature laceration.) 

To reduce this situation, the solution 
is simple. Lynn Peavey’s brand of 
textured Black Nitrile lab (and field) 
gloves. Unlike other brands or types, 
these gloves miraculously work.
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*Simulated UV

Try it out for yourself. Take a strip 
of evidence tape with normal latex 
or nitrile gloves. Most of the time, 
the adhesive migrates to the glove…
causing, ahem, premature laceration.

Now try our gloves. For the first 
time…you will be able to hold on to 
the fragile tape and place it on your 
evidence package without fumbling or 
tearing! IT IS LIKE A MIRACLE!

No doctor’s prescription necessary. 
This tip’s on the house. 100/box.

Item #06005 Small  $13.55
Item #06006 Medium  $13.55
Item #06007 Large  $13.55
Item #06008 X-Large $13.55
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Unappreciated by other crime scene 
vendors?
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Not with us!

For 2014, each time you place 
an order for $60 or more, you’ll get 
a Scratch-off Gamepiece. Scratch 
it and we guarantee you’ll GET 
SOMETHING FOR FREE!

Yes, every time. And there are tons 
of great prizes! Obviously, we don’t 
care how many free gamepieces you 
collect. (But only one per order.)

When you scratch a prize, hang on to 
it and then to redeem it, read back the 
little printed code on your next order. 
It’s that simple!

Included for free is a Crime Scene 
Loyalty Bingo card. Collect 12 
gamepieces during the year, and you’ll 
receive a $250 catalog shopping spree!

Call for details (and to place an 
order!) 

New Packaging Makes 
Processing Cleaner!

With our old Single Scene Powder 
containers, the opening was barely 
wide enough to fit a feather or a fiber 
duster…but also needed to be a bit 
deeper. 

We revamped our manufacturing 
process and we bought a new sealing 
machine with a deeper opening. 
MUCH BETTER is the overall 

comment from the field.

Dip your brush in the little container 
for loading, and now spin or tap the 
brush on the sides to knock off any 
excess. We still contend that people 
processing for prints use way too 
much powder. We are not complaining 
though…we can always make more 
powder.

One container is more than enough 
to do an entire crime scene…and 
then dispose of it to alleviate cross 
contamination issues from one scene 
to the next. 

Item #30112 Single-Scene Black 
$3.07

Item #30110 Single-Scene Dual-Use 
$3.07

Item #34035 Single-Scene Red 
Fluorescent $3.07 

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.(You’re halfway there!)
Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.(Almost there!)

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.

Place your scratch-o�  game piece here.(Congratulations!)

CRIME SCENE
For each order of $60 or more, you get one scratch o�  gamepiece. To redeem, call and give us the code on your next ($60 or 

more) order. Collect 12 or more gamepieces before 12/31/14 and you get the GRAND PRIZE! A $250 shopping allowance!!! 

Simply mail this sheet back to us…and be sure to put your name on it! We’ll get in touch to coordinate the details.

10749 W. 84th TerraceLenexa, KS 66214800-255-6499 www.lynnpeavey.com

800-255-6499 

CRIME SCSCRATCH

& WIN!

Redeem your gift on your next $60 minimum order. Simply 

call and mention the loyalty gamepiece code above. 

BONUS…Save 12 gamepieces before 12/31/14 to get the 

GRAND PRIZE (a $250 spending allowance!) Expires 1/30/15.
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The HotShot field-ready super 
glue fuming system has been one of 
our most innovative fingerprinting 
developments. With everything that 
you need from on the spot humidity, 
the heating unit and super glue…this 
system as a time saver can’t be beat.

After 10 minutes, screw back on the 
cap and pitch!

We are shooting for selling one 
million HotShots in calendar year 2014. 
One million. That’s a bunch even for 
our assembly-line operation.

We’ve already infiltrated every 
police agency and crime lab in the 
world. We have now streamlined the 

manufacturing process…let’s make this 
goal happen!

Order a 72-pack and you’ll receive 
a portable Pop-N-Fume kit absolutely 
FREE! (A $65 value.) Sets up in 
seconds and is the perfect fuming 
enclosure to contain most evidence.

#06636 12-Pack  $43.80
#06636 24-Pack  $73.20
#06636 72-Pack  $172.80
#07475 Pop-N-Fume Kit $64.95*
*Free with 72-Pack Order
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One-million goal for HotShots is 
within reach!

Death Scene Investigation Seminars
We are offering a 3 day Death 

Scene Investigation Seminar which 
provides an in depth study of protocols, 
procedures and processes that are 
used in death scenes today.

The first one will be held March 4-6 
in Indianapolis, IN.  The second one 
will be held May 20-22 in Kansas City, 
MO.  We will also be holding one July 

15-17 in San Antonio, TX.  We will be 
adding more dates so keep checking 
our website to see if a seminar is being 
held near you. 

These seminars will be taught 
by Michael Maloney and Donald 
Housman. Check out the Lynn Peavey 
website for more information about the 
seminar and the dates and locations.
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Now I’m not necessarily a numbers 
guy. But the way I figure it, literally 
quadrillions of fingerprints and 
footprints have been put on the face of 
this earth over time.

Every one…whether it be a thumb, 
index finger, big toe or pinkie has been 
unique, remarkable and identifiable 
in its own right. That’s the forensic 
business, it’s what we do and I am 
sure we are all 
sticking to it.

But how about 
personalities or 
the way we go 
about our lives?

What are you 
known for? 
Not a numbers 
guy…no good 
with faces…
can’t remember 
names…not 
creative…not 
resourceful…
not a people 
person…or 
not a morning person, etc. Or maybe 
you’re detail oriented, good with 
conversations, etc.

If you like the persona that you are 
giving off…then fine. (Like I said, I am 
not particularly a numbers guy…I 
could, but I choose to work on other 
aspects of my life.) But remember…
unlike fingerprint patterns…we can 

change if we want to.

I would say most people at the Lynn 
Peavey Company prefer working in 
the areas of creativity…excitement…
adventure…the thrill of meeting and 
talking with new people…working 
on new products…and yet at the 
same time probably look forward to 
a little bit of solitude now and then. 
Uniqueness isn’t generally a problem 

for us.

After talking 
with one of us, 
you may think to 
yourself, “what a 
character,” or “now 
that’s customer 
service,” but 
we guarantee 
you’ll walk away 
satisfied.

In this age of 
having to compete 
for every dollar 
that we earn, we 
welcome the 
opportunity to 

help get you the most innovative crime 
scene products known to man.

We sincerely appreciate your 
business and ask you to analyze who 
are you giving your business to…just 
another company, or a truly remarkable 
and unique one? 

Are you remarkable…and unique?
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A trustworthy, innovative, and responsive leader

We’ll beat anyone’s advertised 
price! It’s that simple. Give us a 
chance – and we will absolutely 
convince you!

Copyright © 2014 Lynn Peavey Company

This newsletter is published by  
the Lynn Peavey Company as a service  

for law-enforcement professionals.
If you have an idea that would be of  

interest to those who read The Daily Hound,  
fax it to us at 913-495-6787. 

Or e-mail it: doug@lynnpeavey.com

Winter 2014

LYNN PEAVEY COMPANY
P.O. Box 14100

Lenexa, KS 66285-4100
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CSIpix® Matcher is a powerful 
new tool based on the CSIpix® 
Comparator. The Matcher can 
be used to perform an in-depth 
automated comparison between a 
latent fingerprint and a tenprint card 
or between a latent and a known 
palmprint.

The Matcher assists examiners with 
the comparison of a latent print to a 
known print by highlighting regions 
on the known tenprint or palm that 
match the features of the latent print.

If you have already purchased 
CSIpix Comparator you are 
eligible for a $200 discount which 
makes the price only $1,795. Call 
for more details.

CSIpix Matcher
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